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Modeling and Engineering
Grade Level: 6-12
Activity Duration:
Introduction: 10 minutes
Part 1: 10 minutes
Part 2: 20-40 minutes
Wrap-up: 10 minutes
Overview:
I. Mystery
II. Engineering &
Culverts
III. Model Evaluation
IV. Beaver Challenge

Tool for Understanding the
Nature of Science

Summary: This lesson uses modeling as a method for problem
solving and a tool for understanding scientific principles.
Evaluation, collaboration and redesigning of models will further
develop student science literacy skills. The problem based learning
and modeling implemented in this lesson can be applied to any
content area. This lesson will focus on human and natural
interactions utilizing culvert design as an engineering challenge.
Topic: Scientific Modeling and Engineering
Theme: Scientists use models to better understand the natural
world and find engineering solutions to everyday problems.
Objectives:
The students will:
1. Construct a model representing an engineered solution to
stream flow impediment.
2. Evaluate, describe and redesign a culvert model based on
strengths, weaknesses and new information.
3. Describe at least two factors engineers consider when
designing a culvert.
A PowerPoint accompanies this lesson to aide in story telling and
provides visual examples of culvert design.

http://undsci.berkeley.edu/
This lesson is also available as an Interactive Video Conference
(IVC) program provided by Great Lakes Aquarium. The IVC is
titled Culvert Design & Engineering and registration information
for the program is available at Great Lakes Aquarium’s website.
http://glaquarium.org/education-programs/videoconferencing/
Email education@glaquarium.org or call 218.740.2027 for more information.
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Suggested MN Science Standards:
This lesson may partially or fully address the following standards.

Grade 6:
6.1.2.1.1- Identify a common engineered system and evaluate its impact on the daily life of
humans.
6.1.2.1.2 - Recognize that there is no perfect design and that new technologies have
consequences that may increase some risks and decrease others.
6.1.2.1.3 - Describe the trade-offs in using manufactured products in terms of features,
performance, durability and cost.
6.1.2.1.4 - Explain the importance of learning from past failures, in order to inform future designs
of similar products or systems.
6.1.2.2.1 - Apply and document an engineering design process that includes identifying criteria
and constraints, making representations, testing and evaluation, and refining the design as
needed to construct a product or system to solve a problem.
Grade 7:
7.1.1.2.4 - Evaluate explanations proposed by others by examining and comparing evidence,
identifying faulty reasoning, and suggesting alternative explanations.
7.4.4.1.2 - Describe ways that human activities can change the populations and communities in
an ecosystem.
Grade 8:
8.1.1.2.1 - Use logical reasoning and imagination to develop descriptions, explanations,
predictions and models based on evidence.
8.1.3.3.1 - Explain how scientific laws and engineering principles, as well as economic, political,
social, and ethical expectations, must be taken into account in designing engineering solutions or
conducting scientific investigations.
8.3.4.1.2 - Recognize that land and water use practices affect natural processes and that natural
processes interfere and interact with human systems.
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Grades 9-12:
9.1.1.2.1 - Formulate a testable hypothesis, design and conduct an experiment to test the
hypothesis, analyze the data, consider alternative explanations, and draw conclusions supported
by evidence from the investigation.
9.1.1.2.2 - Evaluate the explanations proposed by others by examining and comparing evidence,
identifying faulty reasoning, pointing out statements that go beyond the scientifically acceptable
evidence, and suggesting alternative scientific explanations.
9.1.2.1.1- Understand that engineering designs and products are often continually checked and
critiqued for alternatives, risks, costs and benefits, so that subsequent designs are refined and
improved.
9.1.2.1.3 - Explain and give examples of how, in the design of a device, engineers consider how
it is to be manufactured, operated, maintained, replaced and disposed of.
9.1.2.2.1 - Identify a problem and the associated constraints on possible design solutions.
9.1.2.2.2 - Develop possible solutions to an engineering problem and evaluate them using
conceptual, physical and mathematical models to determine the extent to which the solutions meet
the design specifications.
9.1.3.3.2 - Communicate, justify, and defend the procedures and results of a scientific inquiry or
engineering design project using verbal, graphic, quantitative, virtual, or written means.
9.4.4.1.2 - Describe the social, economic and ecological risks and benefits of changing a natural
ecosystem as a result of human activity.
Environmental Literacy Scope and Sequence
Benchmarks:
 In social systems that consist of many parts, the parts usually influence each one another.
(3-5)
 Social and natural systems may not function as well if parts are missing, damaged,
mismatched, or misconnected. (3-5)
 Social and natural systems can include processes as well as things. (6-8)
 The output from a social or natural system can become the input to other parts of social
and natural systems. (6-8)
 Social and natural systems are connected to each other and to other larger and smaller
systems. (6-8)
 Interaction between social and natural systems is defined by their boundaries, relation to
other systems, and expected inputs and outputs. (9-adult)
 Feedback of output from some parts of a managed social or natural system can be used to
bring it closer to desired results. (9-adult)
 It is not always possible to predict accurately the result of changing some part or
connection between social and natural systems. (9-adult)
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Concepts partially or fully addressed in this lesson: abiotic factors, biotic factors, cycles,
innovation and invention, migration, habitat, cause and effect, change over time, ecosystem,
function, group, inputs and outputs, interactions and relationships, knowledge, parts & objects,
patterns, population, products, rate, resources, scale, structure, subsystems, technology.
For the full Environmental Literacy Scope and Sequence, see: www.seek.state.mn.us/eemn_c.cfm
Great Lakes Literacy Principles
Only the bolded Great Lakes Literacy Principles are addressed in this lesson.
 The Great Lakes, bodies of fresh water with many features, are connected
to each other and the world ocean.
 Natural forces formed the Great Lakes; the lakes continue to shape the features of their
watershed.
 The Great Lakes influence local and regional weather and climate.
 Water makes the earth habitable; fresh water sustains life on land.
 The Great Lakes support a diversity of life and ecosystems.
 The Great Lakes and humans in their watersheds are inextricably
interconnected.
 Much remains to be learned about the Great Lakes.
 The Great Lakes are socially, economically, and environmentally significant to the region,
the nation, and the planet.
For more information about the Great Lakes Literacy Principles, visit: http://greatlakesliteracy.net/
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Materials:
 5-10 sheets of scrap paper per student group OR per individual
 Tape – any type that can be cut or torn easily
 Optional Student Worksheet – “Becoming Engineers: Modeling”
 Helpful, but optional additional materials:

o

Scissors

o

Stapler

o

Paper clips

Beneficial Pre-Lessons Available in the Great Lakes Aquarium Teacher Resource Center:
To build background on the habitat needs of fish and aquatic passage:
“Lesson 1:3 - Run for your Life Cycle” – discover the life cycles of Lake Superior
Rainbow Trout (North Shore streams) or Northern Pike (MN inland waters) or Lake
Sturgeon (St. Louis River) from the MNDNR MinnAqua Program Fishing: Get in the
Habitat! Leader’s Guide.
“Lesson 1:5 - Habitat Hideout” – determine what fish need for shelter in aquatic
systems from the MNDNR MinnAqua Program Fishing: Get in the Habitat! Leader’s
Guide.
“A Very Impervious Situation” – understand the impact of impervious surfaces on
the volume of water flowing from the water sheds into streams. This lesson can fit
as a pre or post activity with the culvert engineering lesson.
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Vocabulary:
Corrugated metal: a building material
composed of sheets of galvanized steel
rolled in such a way as to produce
ridges and furrows
Culvert: a structure that allows water to
flow under a road, railroad, trail, or
similar obstruction. Typically embedded
so as to be surrounded by soil, a culvert
may be made from a pipe, reinforced
concrete or other material.
Engineering: applying scientific
understandings to designing objects,
processes, and systems that meet human
needs and help solve complex practical
problems.
Hydraulic radius: R= A/P; where R=
hydraulic radius, A= stream crosssectional area, and P= wetted perimeter
of the stream’s cross-section
Ill-structured complex problems:
problems which possesses vaguely
structured goals, have no clear solution
path, can result in multiple solutions, and
require the learner to make and defend
their judgments, beliefs and opinions
about the problem
Inlet: an opening providing a means of
entry or intake of water into a culvert
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Manning’s equation: Robert Manning
developed Manning’s equation in the
19th century to estimate discharge for
uniform open channel flow using crosssectional area, hydraulic radius, energy
grade-line slope, and an empirically
defined roughness coefficient
Model: a preliminary work or
construction that serves as a plan from
which a final product is to be made
Outlet: the opening providing a means of
exit or outflow of water from a culvert
Problem-based learning: a case-based
instruction and project-based learning
approach, where students learn by
solving real-world problems
STEM: refers to education and careers in
Science, Technology, Engineering, &
Mathematics fields
Tailwater: refers to waters located
immediately downstream from a
hydraulic structure, such as a dam,
bridge, or culvert
Wetted perimeter: the entire length of the
riverbed bank and sides within the
determined cross-section in contact with
water
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Instructor Background:
Problem Based Learning & STEM Education
Problem-based learning (PBL) is a case-based instruction and project-based learning
approach, where students learn by solving real-world problems, while teachers and
educators act as intellectual guides. PBL emphasizes student-centered learning where illstructured complex problems form the stimulus for learning. Ill-structured complex
problems possess vaguely defined goals, have no clear solution path, can result in
multiple solutions, and require the learner to make and defend their judgments, beliefs
and opinions about the problem. PBL was first adapted for medical students to better
connect what they were learning in the classroom with their experiences gained during
residency. Today, PBL has been extended to other fields of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM).
STEM education relies heavily on PBL, where students are equipped with problem-solving
and analytical skills such as gathering, analyzing and interpreting data. PBL in STEM
education promotes creative thinking skills, where learners rely on communication,
generation of ideas, and even the use of inventions to solve complex problems. One realworld problem consistently addressed by the STEM community is the interaction between
the natural and human-constructed worlds.
Across the world, finding the balance between an expanding human population with
natural ecosystems such as forests and streams is complex and is consistently addressed
by researchers, managers and politicians. In Minnesota, suburban sprawl throughout the
state has increased the number of roads needed for state commerce. Minnesota’s
expanding road network inevitably impacts natural ecosystems, particularly where roads
meet streams and rivers. Stream and river corridors provide critical habitat for a range of
animal species, many of which depend on the ability to move freely throughout their
ecosystem in order to complete their life cycle. With more than 141,000 miles of roads
and 69,200 miles of rivers in Minnesota, there are bound to be places where the river
meets the road. When these natural and human systems collide, the river’s course is
typically altered, impacting aquatic and terrestrial wildlife. It is up to the STEM
community, notably natural resources managers and engineers, to solve these complex
real-world problems, allowing for the co-existence of natural and human systems.

Engineers & Modeling
Engineers use the knowledge gained from scientists about how the natural world works to
design objects, processes, and systems that meet human needs and help solve complex
practical problems. Engineers take into account both social and environmental impacts,
the results of which are technologies that satisfy human needs and wants. Engineers play
a key role in various aspects of society, with unique jobs such as a wind turbine
Engineering and Modeling- Science Institute 2013-2014
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technician, roller coaster engineer, aerospace materials developer, railroad manager,
playground developer, exhibit designer, theatre set designer, race car designer, and
telescope builder, to list a few.
Before any engineer builds or designs large projects, they use models to better
understand the complexities of these enormous undertakings. A model is “a preliminary
work or construction that serves as a plan from which a final product is to be made.”
Typically, a model is a simplified representation of a system that makes its central features
explicit and visible. Engineers use models because a model is often easier to manipulate
than a real system allowing the engineer to generate predictions, explain natural
phenomena, and understand how changes to the model impacts its operation. Models
can be in the form of computerized representations, mathematical formulas, future
projections, or scaled objects representing the larger technology developed by an
engineer. By developing models, engineers can simulate the best approaches necessary
to balance the natural world with the needs of humankind. Engineers use these models to
help solve real-world problems; for example, engineers in Minnesota develop models of
various culvert designs to find the best solutions for balancing Minnesota’s expanding
road network while minimizing the impacts to stream ecosystems.

Your Student the Engineer
Models provide your students with tools which help them explain phenomena in the
natural and human-constructed world. Combining Problem Based Learning with modelling
engages your students in high-level creative thinking that incorporates math, language
arts, creative arts, and science. The chart below from MoDeLS learning progression on
Scientific Modeling (Schwarz, Reiser, Davis et al., 2009) provides a structural framework
on how to apply modelling in your current courses. This method can be applied to a
variety of content,
not limited to science
or engineering. This
lesson uses the
above modeling
method in the context
of how engineers
design and construct
culvers for road and
water passage.
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A Case Study: Culverts
A culvert is “a drain or covered channel that crosses under a road, railway or
embankment”. Traditionally, culverts were designed to allow the most amount of water to
pass in the fastest way possible, often without regard to impacts on the surrounding
ecosystem and wildlife. Today, there is stronger emphasis on preserving the natural
environment, with culverts designed from the stream perspective. There are many
considerations an engineer must make when designing a culvert, including: shape and
size, slope, inlet design, material and connectedness to the natural stream ecosystem.
Shape & Size
Culverts are designed in various shapes, and these shapes affect how water, debris and
organisms moves through the culvert. Which shape the engineer chooses when designing
and building a culvert is determined by the height of the roadway, the depth of the water,
how quickly water needs to move through the culvert, and the importance placed on fish
and wildlife passage.
Shapes of Traditional Culverts
Engineers must also consider how the
size of the culvert impacts the flow of
water and the movement of organisms
and debris. While smaller culverts are
less expensive to build and install, small
culverts are unable to handle large
volumes of water. The height to the road
or railway will constrain how large a
culvert can be, engineers must account
for periods of high flows and floods. In
Minnesota, for example, snowmelt in the
spring carries large volumes of water,
and the minimum size of culverts must
be able to account for these yearly flow
events.
Culverts are generally inexpensive to install and can accommodate fast-moving water;
culverts can impede the movement of organisms and sediments. Smaller culverts also
inhibit the movement of large woody debris, which acts as an important source of
nutrients and habitats for organisms living downstream. When debris is unable to pass
through a culvert inlet, it will begin to build-up in front of the culvert, eventually causing a
blockage. Beaver dams built in front of a culvert cause a similar issue. If the debris is not
removed or eventually passed through the culvert, the pressure of accumulating water
upstream of the debris pile or beaver dam can lead to a blow-out, creating flood
conditions which may overwhelm and damage the culvert and the road.
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Open-bottom culverts and partially
submerged culverts incorporate the natural
stream bed, allowing for organisms and
debris to easily move through the culvert.
Aquatic organisms such as fish, mussels
and turtles are able to move amongst their
entire range and complete all life cycle
stages. For example, northern pike depend
on varied habitats, such as shallow lakes
and wetlands, in which they lay their eggs,
and streams leading to deep water lakes
where adults forage for food. Culverts
designed to maintain connections with and
mimic the natural stream ecosystem provide
the best opportunity for aquatic organism
passage.

Styles of Open-bottom Culverts
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Water Flow
How water flows into a
culvert, also known as
the inlet, further
influences water flow.
Inlets with sharp
corners contract the
water more than
curved inlet edges do,
causing the water to
speed up more as it
flows into the culvert.
The slope of the culvert further influences the velocity of
water, with culverts built on steep gradients moving water
more quickly than those built on flat land. When water
moves through a culvert at a faster rate than the natural
stream, it will begin to scour the stream bank downstream.
Accelerated erosion carries sediment downstream and
destabilizes the stream bank, impairing water quality and
destroying habitats for aquatic organisms. This erosion is
accelerated when the tailwater elevation, or outlet, is raised
above the streambed, scouring the streambed directly below the outlet. Elevated
tailwaters also disconnect the culverts from the streambeds, making it virtually impossible
for organisms to move upstream.
Engineering and Modeling- Science Institute 2013-2014
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Construction Materials
Included in the planning of culvert design, engineers must also consider the materials,
their cost, and the material’s effectiveness in maintaining natural stream conditions. Rough
materials such as corrugated metal and rubble masonry will slow the flow of water
through a culvert, making it more fish friendly. Other culvert materials, listed with
increasing roughness, include: steel, concrete, wood, cement, cast iron, gravel bottom
and brickwork.

The roughness (friction caused by texture) for these materials is determined using
Manning’s equation, a mathematical model used to determine a stream’s velocity based
on streambed material, slope, and the hydraulic radius. The hydraulic radius is calculated
by dividing the stream’s cross-sectional area with the wetted perimeter (the entire length
of the riverbed bank and sides within the determined cross-section in contact with water)
of the stream’s cross-section. More information about this equation can be found at
http://stormwaterbook.safl.umn.edu/content/open-channel-flow#AD2.2. The cost of
these materials depends on how much is needed, the installation plans, and how close
the site is to where the culvert is manufactured. While open-bottom culverts are preferred
for the passage of wildlife and debris, their cost can be up to 50% more expense than an
oval pipe.
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Procedure:
Preparation
 Make copies of student graphic organizer “Becoming Engineers: Modeling”
per student or group if using during lesson.
 Bring up accompanying PowerPoint visuals to be used throughout the lesson.
 Gather enough scrap paper for individuals or groups to have 5-10 pieces and a few
sets of tape.

Introduction
The mystery – setting the stage
1. We have been given a mystery from Duluth, MN – and we’ll need to work
together to examine all of the clues to help solve the mystery and engineer a
solution. Do you all like detective work? Show Slide 2-6
Here is what we know:
[PowerPoint visuals include a list of the clues (see below), photographs of Feisty the
harbor seal on Grand Avenue in Duluth, recording of the police scanner call about Feisty,
a habitat range map for harbor seals, and a total rainfall map for Minnesota June 1920th, 2012]


On June 20th at 2:40 AM here in Duluth, there was a most unusual
incident. A seal was found in a road.



Seals don’t live here.

2. Ok, team, can you come up with an explanation for this
scenario? (Group discussion/pair share/record on Student
worksheet)
3. Here are some additional clues to help you solve the mystery: Show Slide 7-8


The night that Feisty the seal was found, Duluth got as much as 10 inches of
rain in some areas.



The seal exhibit at Lake Superior Zoo is located near a small
stream, Kingsbury Creek.



The entire zoo is surrounded by a sturdy fence that was still intact
in the morning.
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4. Any other ideas about what happened? (Group discussion/pair share/record on
Student worksheet)
5. Here’s what really happened: Show Slide 9-19
[Screen visuals include before and after images and video clips of the zoo grounds]
The seal floated up out of its exhibit due to the flooding and was sucked out
through a culvert into the road. Actually, the reason that the zoo experienced such
heavy flooding was due to the culvert itself. The culvert, being
only 8 feet in diameter, was not built to withstand the amount
of water coming down the river. It had been built to
accommodate some flooding, but not the amount that ended
up coming down. The culvert clogged and the water backed
up, causing water levels within the zoo to rise to unprecedented levels.
Nobody is really at fault – the culvert was built long ago when the watershed
region for Kingsbury Creek was mostly forested. Now that it is mostly paved
surfaces, more water drains into the creek instead of being absorbed into the land.
Engineering and Culverts
1. What is a culvert anyway? Does anybody know? Slide
20-22
[Screen visuals include examples of culverts and bridges.]
It’s a tunnel basically. Doesn’t seem like it could be that complicated,
and for a long time nobody thought it was. The only rule for
engineers who built culverts was that it had to be big enough for a
small boy to fit inside and clean it out.
It turns out to be much more complicated when you consider all possible
scenarios. When culverts aren’t engineered with all of those scenarios in mind,
the results can be catastrophic – lives are lost, both animal and human.
2. Explain: In today’s class, you will get to be detective and an
engineer! Does anyone have ideas about what an engineer
does?
Possible answers: building, drawing, doing math, using
computers.
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3. Show the “What is ENGINEERING” clip from the University of Newcastle. Slide
23
4. After the video, have students define engineering and list reasons to use models
(Group discussion/pair share/record on Student worksheet). Slide 24-25
5. Share: We won’t be doing any math, because even though math does play a role
in the engineer’s work, often times the most important job of an engineer is to think
creatively. Today, we’re going to use our creative energy to engineer the world’s
best culverts. We will start with making models just as engineers do.
6. Explain: It’s time to put on our imagination hats. Imagine
a stream. Slide 26-27 Let’s all draw one. You can name
your stream, write it at the top. You should draw it from
two angles – looking down from above and looking at a
cross-section, or slice, of the stream (including its banks!)
Be sure to include some of the other things that we find in
streams such as plants, rocks, and animals.
7. Explain: Have your students imagine that they need to
cross the stream. For example, “Imagine that you are a person who lives in a town
near this stream. One hot autumn day, as you are standing under the falling leaves
dreaming of something cold to eat, you learn of a new ice cream store that has
recently opened. You are very excited. But then, you learn that the store is located
on the opposite side of the stream from your town. There is no way to cross the
stream. You think that is totally unacceptable, being that it is hot out and you need
ice cream. So you decide to go to your city to propose the installation of a stream
crossing. They tell you that they will grant you $100 to fund the project.”
8. Just like in the real world, we are going to be
working within a budget to create a solution.
9. Set out paper and tape for students to use.
[Screen visuals include graphics representing the
budget and cost of building materials.]
10. Explain: Everybody starts out today with $100. Each piece of paper costs $10.
To build a bridge sturdy enough to hold a car would take 20 pieces of paper.
Can we build a bridge? What could we build instead?
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Model 1 – Slide 28-29
11. You must design a culvert, or a tunnel, to fit under the
road for the lowest cost possible. In our models, the flow
of the river on an average day in September (it was Fall
in our scenario) is equal to the size of three human
fingers (it’s a really small stream). Remember to keep
track of how much of your budget has been spent.
*Finished models should be able to accommodate the
width of 3 fingers.
12. Allow time for students to manipulate materials and
discuss with their peers. (about 5 minutes for the first
model development)

During this first round,
many students build a
simple tube.

13. Have students share their thoughts and solutions to this
first challenge.
14. Now, let’s reflect: It was awfully cheap to build your culvert, congratulations!!
What time of year was it when we were building our culverts? Fall! And in the
fall, are water levels usually high or low? (Low). The size of your culvert is just
big enough to fit the flow of water during the autumn months. But… Now it’s
spring, and in the springtime in the Midwest we encounter lots of melting snow.
All of that water has to go somewhere. The stream under your culvert has now
swelled to the size of two fists! Oh no! The current has swept your culvert away.
Model 2 - Slide 30-32
1. Let’s stop for a moment to think and reevaluate our
designs. Knowing what we now know about the snow
melt, you have the option of either putting in the same
culvert and knowing it will only last again until next
year, or you could re-design your culvert. Work with
your group to figure out your strategy.
2. Allow time for students to manipulate materials and discuss
with their peers. (anywhere from 5-10 minutes for model
redevelopment)
3. Students should be asked to share their thoughts and solutions
throughout this process.
Engineering and Modeling- Science Institute 2013-2014

During this round, students
usually make the tube
bigger in diameter to
accommodate increased
water flow.
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4. Slide 33 Reflect: Great! Now we have a huge culvert that can fit all the flood
water inside of it. Can you think of anything else that might go wrong? Let’s look at
the way our culvert looks inside compared to the sketch of the stream that we drew.
What’s missing? Are there any stream inhabitants that might be affected by the
placement of a culvert in their river?

Fish!
Model 3 - Slide 33-38
5. Slide 34-35 Fish need to be able to move up and
down streams at different times in their lives to complete
their life cycle and spawn. What are some ways that a
culvert might impede their passage up and down the
stream?
6. Engage students in discussion about factors that may
impede animal passage including:
a. Waterfalls at the culvert outlet – Long falls are dangerous or impossible
heights to jump. This often occurs as a result of high water velocity which
leads to erosion of the soil at the outlet.
b. Low volume of water – The bottoms of river or stream beds are usually
shaped like a ‘V,’ so that the water depth at low flow seasons is still
adequate for fish passage. If the fish is taller than the flow, as may happen
in a flat-bottom culvert, swimming is difficult.
c. High velocity of water – The smooth bottom and sides of the culvert offer
little or no friction to slow down water flow, making it difficult for many fish
to maintain the necessary speed to swim through the culvert.
d. Slope – Steep slopes in the culverts can cause erosion, bank widening, and
high water velocity.
e. Debris – Materials such as sticks, leaves, and even whole fallen trees are
essential for juvenile fish to feed near and shelter in. Therefore debris must
be able to pass through culverts to allow for downstream habitat. At the
same time, large debris can clog culverts with grates or small openings.
7. Slide 36-38 Engineers designing culverts must take these factors into account.
Use your creativity to design solutions that address several or all of those factors.
During this round, students should try
to allow the stream to flow as
naturally as possible. Many designs
are possible, open bottom culverts are
one option.
Engineering and Modeling- Science Institute 2013-2014
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Beaver Challenge
1. Slide 39. Although the fish need to be able to move up
and down stream, not all animals are interested in
maintaining the flow of water.
2. Slide 40 Close your eyes and imagine yourself in a
beautiful forest in the summertime, with the sun coming
through the trees and birds chirping all around.
Suddenly, you hear a sound. (play audio clip) How does that sounds make you
feel? If it makes you feel calm, give me a thumbs up. If it makes you have to go to
the bathroom, give me a thumbs up. If it makes you really, really angry, give me a
thumbs up. Well, I guess none of you is a beaver (unless somebody gave a thumbs
up for angry)!
When a beaver hears the sound of rushing water, the
sound stimulates a beaver’s impulse to build a dam.
One study placed a tape recording of flowing water in
the woods away from the water. A local beaver
covered up the recorder with sticks and mud to stop
the sound.
3. Slide 41-42 Beavers will build dams to stop the flow of moving water.
[Screen visuals include video of water running in a stream, beavers cutting and
carrying woody debris, beavers building dams, and a video of wildlife
management staff using explosives to increase stream flow through a beaver dam.]
4. Slide 43 Ask: Do you think the noisiest place on a stream is going to be where
the stream is narrow and the water is moving fast, or where the stream is wide and
the water is moving slow? Where the stream is narrow, water moves faster!
How do beavers relate to culverts?
Beavers and culvert engineers think alike, and are doing remarkably similar
things. Both want to build where they have to do the least amount of work
– typically the narrowest part of a stream. A beaver’s goal is to stop the
flow of water completely, and a culvert engineer’s goal is to build a
structure for cars to drive on but leave a tunnel for the water to go through.
Beavers have an easy job when most of the work has already been done
by culvert engineers!
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5. Often when engineers put in a culvert, a beaver comes in and ‘finishes the job.’ In
fact, there is no current solution that prevents beavers from damming up culverts (at
least, none which still allow for fish passage).
6. Slide 44 Right now, the most effective method we have in place for dealing with
these pesky beavers is to shoot them and then destroy the beaver dam. Obviously,
it would be great to have a different solution!
7. That’s why we need your creative engineering brains! Work together with your
neighbor to brainstorm a way to create a culvert, or something that you could add
to an existing culvert, that would prevent it from making noise or from attracting
beavers, etc! If somebody comes up with an idea that seems very plausible, pass
it along to me or a local hydrologist! Sometimes, the best ideas come from people
like you, who may be able to think more creatively than somebody who has been
knee-deep in the subject matter for years. Engineer away!

Extensions:
Have student gather measurements of a local stream using the tools from the lesson
“Becoming a Scientist: Measuring & Data Collection.” Then have students complete an
additional evaluation of their culvert models and determine if further revisions are needed
to fit a culvert to your local stream. Final presentations can include defending their
location choice in the stream, their design model, and a plan for how they could test the
effectiveness of their culvert in allowing natural stream functions.
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